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Monster Storm Tests Emergency Procedures
It may have been "the storm of the century," and
it was certainly an annoyance fur everyone - but
emergency plans to handle awful weather were
proven effective in coping with a meteorological
event of major proportions during the weekend
of March 13-14.
Yet it was the team spirit of many personnel that
made a big difference in keeping Lehigh Valley
Hospital up and running throughout a weather
crisis that virtually shut down most of the state.

~tos of the Blizzarca
of '93 were provided
by Jane Dilliard. RN.
of the Central
Nervous System unit
~

Responding to forecasts, five days of food,
bottled water and other emergency materials
were stockpiled on Friday and special teams were
ready to respond when it became clear that the
huge storm was definitely going to crash through
the region.
Vaughn Gower, who was the administrator on
call, reported that numerous employees gave up a
cosy weekend at home to help out. Many in a
variety of departments who lived nearby volunteered to come in fur more distant co-workers,
including a number of supervisors and managers.
During the storm, employees cooperatively
Continued on Page 4

Usually bustling with activity. the access road at
Cedar Crest & 1-78was bleak when the big storm
crashed in.

Despite the Storm, Two Special Candles
Jonathan Fulmer is only two years old, but was
looking forward to a big family birthday party.
Instead, he and a number of children spent his
special day camped out in the day care center at
Cedar Crest & 1-78 during the Blizzard of'93.
When the fierce storm really kicked in on
Saturday, mothers of the children were able to
get to the center - but then became snowbound
for the weekend.
Learning that it was Jonathan's birthday, Food
Service came to the rescue with an instant
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catered party that included cake, treats, birthday
napkins and even streamers to decorate.
Alison Fulmer, the boy's mother and a part-time
employee at the center, was delighted and
grateful for the effort. All in all, she said the
storm became something of an adventure for the
youngsters, made just a little easier for the kids
because mothers were able to be there.
And Jonathan's planned party was held last
Friday.

Events
Hospital employees are invited to join three
different benefit events to support several causes.

WalkAmerica for Healthier Babies, the annual
fund-raiser for the March of Dimes, will be held
rain or shine on Sunday, April 25 at Dorney
Park. It covers a 9-mile route, and a hospital
team is being formed. Walkers, sponsors and
volunteers to staff checkpoints are needed.
Additional information is available from Gail
Pitsko at ext. 3001.
The American Lung Association of the Lehigh
Valley will conduct its Clean Air Challenge Bike
JUde on May 15. Riders will choose from 10, 25,
50 or 100 mile routes that begin and end at
Northampton Community College. There's
even a 3-mile kid's ride. For additional information about the event, call 867-4100.
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The annual Muhiple Sclerosis 150 Bike Tour
will be held]une 12 and 13. The hospital will
sponsor a team of riders for the event, which
begins in Trexlertown and winds through
Lancaster County. For more information about
the event and registration, contact George
Guldin, Respiratory Care, ext. 8055.

HRD Programs
The next hospital oriemation will begin at 8 a.m. at
Cedar Crest & 1-78 on April 5 and an optional
tour of both sites will be held April 7 beginning
at 1 p.m. at 17th & Chew and 2:30 p.m. at Cedar
Crest & 1-78.

CPR Recertificatiml will be held in the 24-hour
period beginning at 10 a.m. Wednesday, April 28
in the Pediatrics Classroom, 5th floor, 17th &
Chew.
CPR certification, for which pre-registration is
required by returning the registration form on
the monthly HRD calendar or outside HRD at
either site, will be held in two parts, and attendance is required for both. Part I will be held
Thursday, May 6 and Part II on May 13, both
from 1 to 4 p.m. in Room 900, School ofNursing, 17th & Chew.

Stress tmd Burnout - Carefor the Caregiver, will

be held April 22 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. in Room
902, School of Nursing, 17th & Chew. Registration forms are available on the monthlyeducation calendar or outside HRD office.
Coming in the Regional Symposium Series,
offered by Human Resource Development and
supported by the Dorothy Rider Pool Health
Care Trust, are the Third Annual Update in
Puimmzary Medicine on April 3, Renal Transplant:
Applications for the Non-Transplant Physician on
April 24, and the Second Annual Wilderness
Medicine Symposium on May 1. For additional
information, call ext. 4609.

Cancer Seminar
A primary care seminar, Cancer Diagnosis, Ne»
Developments in Imaging will be held April 14
from 10 a.m. to noon in the auditorium, Cedar
Crest & 1-78. Featured speaker will be]ohn
Cox, MD, a hospital radiologist. OnJune 9,
Joseph Antonowicz, MD, liaison psychiatrist, will
speak on Cancer Care Dilemmas: The Psychosocial
Dimension at the Cedar Crest & 1-78 auditorius
from 10 a.m. to noon. For additional information, call the Comprehensive Community
Cancer Center at ext. 2582.

Super-Sitter
The SuperSitter baby-sitting class, designed for
young people and relating to safety issues in
baby-sitting, will be presented on May 1 from 9
a.m. to noon in the auditorium, 17th & Chew.
Seating is limited and registration is required.
Call ext. 3800.

Walking Program
Group walks, led by a certified aerobic instructor,
will be offered on a series of dates at hospital sites
by Health Promotion Program. Preceded by a
warm up stretch, the walks are approximately 30
minutes in length, and depart from the main
entrances of both hospital sites.
Registration is by calling 821-2150 and the
deadline to sign up is April 26. All walkers
participating in three or more of the lunchtime
Continued on Page 3
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Guidance Program Off to Strong Start
With a goal of filling a gap in outpatient psychiatric care, Lehigh Valley Hospital's new Guidance Program is off to a strong start.
The program offers short-term outpatient
mental healthcare to adults, adolescents, children
and families in a suite of offices currently at 1243
S. Cedar Crest. Since the program opened a few
months ago, the number of patients has been
doubling each month. An immediate surge in
demand for services has prompted plans to
expand the program.

Health Promotion
Wms State Award
Lehigh Valley Hospital is the recipient of the
1993 Worksite Health Promotion Award,
presented by the Pennsylvania Health Educators'
Institute. The award was presented on March 17
in Harrisburg to Jane Nestor, director, Employee and Community Wellness, and staff
members Sharon Holmes,Judi Thieme and
David Zimmerman.
Chosen from a field of applicants from throughout the commonwealth, the hospital's program
was evaluated on its unique, comprehensive and
creative approach to health education programming, its accessibility for all employees, and its
demonstrated benefits to a significant percentage
of employees.
The health promotion effort at the hospital
began in 1980 through a grant from the Dorothy
Rider Pool Health Care Trust. Over the past 13
years, the program has grown to be the largest
provider of health promotion and disease
prevention services for employees and the
community. It offers a wide array of classes in
exercise, smoking cessation, weight control and
stress management.
At Lehigh Valley Hospital nearly a quarter of the
hospital's 5,200-member workforce has participated in a health education program over the
past five years.
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Thomas W. Lane, PhD, program director,
defines the gap in available services for those who
would not qualify for help through MHIMR at
17th & Chew, but cannot afford private practice
rates. Program leadership also comes from
Susan D. WIley, MD, vice chair of Psychiatry.
Offered are treatment for a range of emotional
problems, including depression, anxiety disorders, sexual disorders, marital problems, parenti
child problems and the effects of trauma and
abuse.
Employees may contact The Guidance Program
directly for an appointment, although eligibility
for the enhanced mental health benefit presently
requires initial contact through the hospital
employee assistance program, The Counseling
Program. Lehigh Valley Health Network health
plan covers most of the cost of the appointments
if the client is referred through The Counseling
Program. Both day and evening appointments
are available.

Events
Continued from Page 2

walks will receive a T-shirt.
The schedule at 17th & Chew, all Mondays, is
11:30 a.m. to noon and 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. on
May 3, May 10, May 17 and May 24. At Cedar
Crest & 1-78, the walks will be in the same time
periods on Wednesdays, including May 5, May
12, May 19 and May 26.

Spring Bazaar
Lehigh Valley Hospital Recreation Committee
will hold its annual Spring Bazaar in the lobby at
Cedar Crest & 1-78 on Thursday, April 1 and
Friday, April 2. All items available are handcrafted by employees of the hospital, and door
prizes will include items from the sale.

Cooking Contest
Judging in the Prestige Health Cooking Contest
is scheduled for March 31 at 2 p.m. in the Cedar
Crest & 1-78 cafeteria.

Wild Weekend
Continued from Page 1
established unit and department sleeping areas,
including classrooms and lobbies.
No major problems were reported.

If you're among the frustrated about parking space at Cedar Crest & 1-78. you
should have been around on Saturday, March 13.

And there were salutes from the Medical Staff for
everyone involved. Joseph Candio, MD, staff
president, expressed collective appreciation to the
entire weekend crew. "Your concern for the
proper, uninterrupted functioning of the hospital, and, therefore, for patient care, was clearly
the top priority, " he wrote. "That we can all
come together for patient care is a testimony of
dedication. Thank you for helping to make all
our jobs that much easier."

These Clean Lots Brought to You By...
Nurses reported
that being
snowbound at the
hospital was
almost fun atfirst ...
•• the weekend
but as
wore on, it tested
patience. The
analysis:
uncomfortable
places to sleep,
concerns about
families at home,
plus old fashioned
cabin fever.

It's one thing to be stuck at the hospital during a
huge storm - but it's another to spend the
entire weekend out in the snow, cold and wind
making sure parking lots, roadways and entrances to the hospital are kept open.
Engineering's snow removal teams at both sites
prepared for a heavy storm Friday afternoon, but
at 4 a.m. Saturday the real action began at Cedar
Crest & 1-78. One hour later, crews rolled in at
17th & Chew.
Some worked straight through until Monday
afternoon, only to return to begin dealing with
potential drainage problems before a sharp freeze
on Wednesday.
AIl in all, 27 men and heavy equipment battled
the storm while it raged all day Saturday and into
Sunday.
Special teams worked with hospital employees to
dig out and shuffle cars around as they tried to
keep up with the weather onslaught, and team
leaders expressed appreciation for the cooperation of other hospital staff.
One of the big points of pride came Sunday
morning when University MedEvac told the
snow crews that Lehigh Valley Hospital was the
only air ambulance back in service within a
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hundred miles - just in the nick of time for an
emergency flight.
Hal Spatz, director, University MedEvac, echoe-'
the sentiments of flight crews who said the snow
removal efforts by Engineering are always
excellent, and that the big storm was no exception.
The guys who brought you clean lots and access
roads:
Cedar Crest & 1-78 - Jack Mack, Hugh Spang,
Mike Scott, Lou Temprine, Scott Hanuschak,
John Demczyszyn, Rick Farley, Bill Dieruff Eric
Hanssen, Mike Holmes, Dave Bowers, Daryl
Geiger, Steve Onushco, Curt Seager, Mark
Swartley, Lee Wehr, AI Keller, Duane Ott, Mike
Kemmerer, Phil Balliet, and Bob Greenawald.
Team leader is John Lehr.
17th & Chew-Jim
Zernhelt,John Tatkovsky,
Chris Barry, Ray Quinones, BarryTrust, Scott
Laub, Vladimir Vrsan,John Lembach, Steve
Lukow, Greg Heckler, Jose Collazzo, Rick
Gehman, Gerry Willingham, Bud Shaffer, Earl
Wetzel and Bill Burgess. Team leader is Jim
Young.
Larry Kincaid, Engineering supervisor on call, '
was in to check on both sites during the storm.

A Super Job by Everyone
During the recent Blizzard of '93, I think Lehigh Valley Hospital and our community witnessed the
best of what humankind has to offer, and I am heartened by these many examples of support.
On behalf of the hospital's Board of Trustees, I would like to thank the hundreds of community
residents, physicians and hospital employees who helped ensure that care was provided for the sick
and injured.
The storm could have produced disastrous results at the hospital. Instead we saw the triumph of the
human spirit over adverse circumstances.
Hospital employees prepared for the storm in many ways. Some arrived ready to stay for double
shifts or until relief arrived. Many who live close to the hospital, but were not scheduled to work,
gave up their weekend to cover for their fellow
employees.
We are also indebted to the many community
residents with four-wheel drive vehicles who
volunteered to transport patients and employees
to the hospital and to their homes. The local and
state police and the Pennsylvania National Guard
contributed to this effort as well.
The volunteer spirit shone brightly throughout
the weekend of March 12-14, making this experience memorable for all the right reasons. If you
know someone who deserves thanks, please take a
moment to extend this praise for his or her
efforts.

Irwin Greenberg

••

Chairman, Board of Trustees

An eerie sight a lone road grader keeps 18 inches of blowing snow under
control directly in front of the main lobby at Cedar Crest & 1-78.

Let It Snow - The Pantry Is Full
Employees who were snowed in at Lehigh Valley
Hospital during the Blizzard of '93 found some
measure of comfort through the efforts of Food
Service.
Hailing the efforts of the 40 Food Service
employees who kept kitchens and cafeterias open
and stocked around the clock, Robert Smith,
director, reported that more than 1,000 complimentary meals were provided to hospital staff.
He said the department's weather disaster plan
kicked in on Friday when the storm warnings
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went up and extra supplies of food were brought
in. After that, it went without a hitch.
With two entire shifts of hospital personnel in
the house, kitchens and cafeterias at both sites
stayed open and personnel were fed at no charge.
"The 40 employees who put in extra effort to
feed employees and patients did one fine job, "
Smith said. "We didn't have a single complaint."
Among those who contributed was Smith
himself, who helped deliver patient trays during
the storm.

Admitting: First Class at the Front Door

Employees at
Cedar Crest & 1-78
may find that
familiarity makes it
easy to take the
cafeteria for
granted - but
hospital visitors
don't In a recent
survey of
discharged
patients, one
wrote: "Cafeteria a
thing of pleasure."

While many view a hospital admitting department as a hurdle of paperwork and forms, the
crew here works hard to leave a positive impression. And that effort is noticed by patients at the
other end of the hospital stay: "The procedure
was handled very efficiently" and "I was well
taken care of,"
Pre-admission for Labor and Delivery pleases
lots of new moms, who hail it as "a wonderful
convenience - it was great not to have to fill out
forms when in labor."
But good old-fashioned customer service wins a
lot of points. "Admission people were extremely
courteous and accommodating on the phone and
in person, " one patient said. Another observed,
"It was nice to have the same nurse talk to me
during pre-admission testing and greet me on
the unit the day of surgery."
Yet another said the 17th & Chew "greeter was
very nice," while a different patient said "the staff
was nice and very understanding."

Speed and convenience counts: "I was admitted
straight from OB/GYN doctor visit and taken
over to the hospital. I was admitted by phone."
Another, this time at Cedar Crest & 1-78, had a
similar experience: "Was admitted from doctor's
office - very prompt and courteous personnel."
Still another similar admission added, "I was
taken immediately and in my room within the
hour."
One delighted former patient wrote, "In the
front door at 5:30 a.m., on the operating room
table at 7:30 a.m. - excellent!"
In a different sort of crisis, one wrote, "Admitted
through the ER - could not breathe and
received immediate attention despite roomful of
prior patients."
Emergency Department staff received a number
of accolades, most easily summed up by one who
said "The care in the ER was excellent."

Direct Deposit Option To Be Offered
Plans to begin a direct deposit program were
announced by John Welsh, manager, Payroll.
The program is based on a recent employee
survey conducted in response to a high level of
interest expressed at employee meetings.
The study polled about 500 employees in
representative job categories and residential
locations. The purpose of the survey was to
determine employees banking and pay preferences. About 71 percent of the surveys mailed
were returned.
Employee Preferences
• 78 percent of employees are interested in
participating.
• The current pay schedule should be retained.
• 88 percent of employees would be satisfied if
participating banks include Meridian, Merchants
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and People First Credit Union.
Based on those preferences, the implementation
plan includes keeping the payday schedule as it
currendyexists. To accomplish this, only a
limited number of banking institutions can be
used for direct deposit. Meridian Bank, Merchants Bank and People First Credit Union will
be included in the implementation.
Planning has begun, and further announcements
will be made in CheckUp.

ATM Machines Ready
People First Credit Union announced that new
automated teller machines will be open on
Monday, March 29. They'll be located outside
the cafeterias at both hospital sites. The credit
union also offers expanded Thursday hours.

I

Newest in Education: English Classes
A total of 17 employees from General Services
and Food Service are currently tangling with one
of the most challenging educational programs in
the system. They're learning English.
The English Skill Enhancement Program is 34
weeks of classwork combined with on-the-job
reinforcement, offered free to those not fluent in
English. The program was organized by Human
Resource Development, General Services and
Food Services.
Cultural sensitivity to "Lehigh Valley Americans" is a part of the English program, which
includes not only Hispanics but Asians and
Europeans as well. Just as hospital employees are
encouraged to understand social practices of
Hispanic cultures, employees from other cultures
should also have an appreciation for cultural
diversity.
The class is taught by instructors from the
Allentown Literacy Center, but special materials,
such as hazardous substance information sheets,
are provided by the hospital.
One of a variety of special educational services of
the Allentown Literacy Center, "English as a
Second Language" has made a major impact on
359 students from 36 countries last year. Of that
group, three became American citizens, five got
driver's licenses, 25 obtained a job, six got a
better job, two left public welfare, eight entered

other training programs and eight voted for the
first time. The hospital worked with the center
to develop a specialized program for employees.
Owen Grady, director, General Services, says a
primary concern of the hospital is that employees
should be able to clearly understand instructions
and safety hazards information in English and
also be able to relate to patients and co-workers.
Meanwhile, other side benefits are innumerable.
Grady says self esteem is important, and many of
the participants signed up with real reluctance
because of fear of embarrassment
"Some people were very hesitant," Grady
explains. "But once the purpose of the program
was explained, enthusiasm replaced doubt."
Yet not only will the participants gain ability to
read instructions, but also handle the myriad of
English language materials that everyone deals
with in daily life.
"They wind up with something very special,"
Grady observes, "they can speak two languages
and comprehend two cultures. That's better
than most of us."
Huw Co-workers Can Help
Applauding the courage of those taking the class,
Grady urges co-workers to be patient and
supportive, but also insist on using English to
Continued on Page 8

Why We're Teaching English
Luis Martinez, vice president, Human Resources, says the English Skill Enhancement
Program is not only a response to the needs of
applicants for positions, but also extends the
hospital's commitment to encouraging growth
through education. He points to classes of all
kinds - including management development,
nursing education, medical residencies and a
diversity of specialized training - and sees no
difference in offering a class in English skills.
"Besides, it's the right thing to do," he says.
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"Everyone here, or their ancestors, spoke a
different language and had to learn English.
This program helps affirm our belief that
vocational opportunities should be open to all."
Ray Aguila, supervisor,. Food Service, agrees. He
explains that while fluency in English is not
required for all housekeeping and food service
positions, it is for other opportunities in the
hospital. He also thinks that if an employee is
comfortable with English, improved socialization
and team participation follows.

About Our People
Richard R Duncan, vice president and chief
information officer, received the 1993 John E.
GalIJr. CIO Award, the highest award in the
United States given in the area of health care
information management.
The award, for outstanding contributions in the
field, is given by the Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society of the American
Hospital Association. Duncan received the
award on March 2 at the Annual HIMSS Conference and Exhibition in San Diego. The
recipient is chosen by his peers from the 300member College of Health care Information
Management Executives.
Employees who completed the most recent 15week Medical Terminology Course offered by
Human Resource Development include Gail
Bodnarcbuk, Surgery, Gale Brunst, Critical
Care; Cynthia Buervenich, Infection Control,
Koren Koch, OB/GYNj Tem Kraft, Medicine;
Bernadette Kuhns, Psychiatry; Stephanie Lenig,
SPDj MicheDe McCarty, Home Care, Mmy
McGinnis, Home Care; Bonnie MIlglUme,
Vascular Lab; Michael Martin, SPDj Marlane
Mosley, Credit UnionjJoan NoIJ, Dialysis;
Agnes Peters, Medical Records, Susan Pummer,
Medical Records; Kathleen Ring, Business
Office, CoDeen Roebuck, Medical Records,
Dawn Roth, Business Office; Judy &bultz,
Trauma, Kathleen &.;tori, RUM; Donna
Strunk, Admitting, Cynthia ThU11UlS,Patient

English
Continued from Page 7
allow for meaningful practice. He also wants
supervisors to no longer speak to a "spokesperson" among employee groups - employees who
are fluent in English who,in turn, translate for
non-English speaking co-workers. The reasoning is that the practice keeps those who are not
fluent in a subordinate position.
Grady says an important aspect of the success of
the program has been the support of other
employees who have to pick up the slack while a
co-worker is in class. "It's tough. We know that.
And we appreciate it."
Page 8
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Accounting; Janice Ursini; PWebotomYjJuditb
Wentz, Medical Records, Margarita Yerk,
Perinatal Outreach, and Diane Zapach, Burn
Prevention Foundation.
Myra WtSotsky, executive director of the Coalition for a Smoke-Free Valley, was a speaker at
the 4th Annual Tobacco Control Conference of
the Association of State and Territorial Health
Officers in Atlanta, Ga., about the success of the
Lehigh Valley program.
She will also serve on an advisory group of
national experts to provide guidance on coalition
development to a National Cancer Institute
study of community-based smoking control
coalitions.
Janette Tough, RN, Outpatient Treatment
Unit; Theresa Paisley, RN, 6Cj and Nicole
Reimer, RN, 6C, were commended for their
outstanding efforts on the six-member Nurse of
Hope Team of the Lehigh Valley Unit, American Cancer Society during 1992-93. Helen
~ers,
LPN, 6C, nominated her co-worker,
Ann Mmie Steber, RN, as a 1993-94 Nurse of
Hope team member.
Diana Van Lieu, Department of Medicine, and
Bret Fraser recently announced their engagement. They plan to marry on July 3.

Construction Work
F orees Road Change
A temporary shift in traffic patterns in the
vicinity of the Morgan Cancer Center construction site is expected on March 27.
The main access road will be routed through a
parking lot at the east end of the building until
June 5 in order to allow installation of the last
structural steel and the prefabricated walls of the
building.
A huge crane will be using the current roadway
during the last of the major construction.
The announcement was made to alert drivers to
a new wrinkle in the road. The effect on parkir
is minimal, and no employee lot space is affecteo,

